Advance Information

Book six in Anna Belfrage’s time slip series, The Graham Saga, featuring
reluctant time traveller Alex Lind and her 17th century husband, Matthew Graham
Life in the Colony of Maryland is no sinecure – as Alex and Matthew Graham well know. But
nothing in their previous life has prepared them for the mayhem that is about to be unleashed
upon them.
Being labelled a witch is not a good thing in 1684, so it is no wonder Alex Graham is aghast
at having such insinuations thrown at her. Even worse, it’s Matthew’s brother-in-law, Simon
Melville, who points finger at her. Not that the ensuing hearing is her main concern, because
nowadays Alex’s entire life is tainted by the fear of what Philip Burley will do to them once he
gets hold of them. On a sunny May afternoon, Philip finally achieves his aim and over the course
of the coming days Alex sees her whole life unravelling, leaving her family permanently maimed.
As if all this wasn’t enough, Alex also has to cope with the loss of one of her sons. Forcibly
adopted by the former Susquehannock, Samuel is dragged from Alex’s arms to begin a new life
in the wilderness.
How is Alex to survive all this? And will she be able to put her damaged family back
together?
About the Author
I was raised abroad, on a pungent mix of Latin American
culture, English history and Swedish traditions. As a result
I’m multilingual and most of my reading is historical – both
non-fiction and fiction. Possessed of a lively imagination, I have
drawers full of potential stories, all of them set in the past.
For years I combined a challenging career with four
children and the odd snatched moment of writing. Luckily,
children grow up, and now I spend most of my free time at
my writing desk attempting to decipher the squiggled ideas
I’ve jotted down over the years. Every now and then I succeed.
I was always going to be a writer. Now I am - I have
achieved my dream.
Want to know more about Anna and The Graham Saga?
Visit Anna’s website at www.annabelfrage.com
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